
ON TREND WITH VINTAGE-
INSPIRED STYLE.
Nostalgic Warehouse offers beautiful hardware col-
lection for retro-inspired decors.

(Denver, CO)  Fans of vintage style are loving the latest interior design trends 
which continue to reflect high demand for period-inspired décor. Naturally, 
Nostalgic Warehouse is a leader in this area as a brand known for heirloom 
quality hardware. Adding vintage hardware is such a simple and effective way 
to elevate any design space, creating big visual impact without overextending 
the budget.

Retro chic has been riding high in recent years. The Coastal Grandma look 
and Grand Millennial Style have been in particular demand. Both emphasize 
a cozy, homey environment that mixes traditional pieces with modern 
elements. Think of rich woods, patterned fabrics and metallic accents. 
Nostalgic Warehouse offers several collections that perfectly mirror these looks.

 • Victorian Collection: This is ornate vintage at its best. The Victorian era 
is known for its profuse ornamentation and intricacy. Nostalgic Warehouse 
captures that look to the smallest detail with distinctive curvilinear 
embellishments. Each piece is meticulously crafted for an authentic period 
look and feel that is perfect for today’s homes that want an Old World vibe.

     • Egg & Dart Collection: This classic line delivers grand style in no 
uncertain terms. It is notable for its distinctive repeating border and beautiful 
floral crowns. The effect is elegant and dramatic, a fitting choice for spaces 
where the goal is to make an unforgettable impression.

Art Deco continues its reign among top design trends. This look is all about 
glamour and luxury, emphasizing rich colors and decadent detailing. Design 
symmetry and streamlined shapes are hallmarks of this style, along with 
bold geometric patterning. Nostalgic Warehouse captures the best of these 
elements with hardware that fits in perfectly with this popular style.

      • Deco Collection: This eclectic line brings a modern twist to old 
Hollywood glam for a look that is sophisticated and fun. Clean lines and 
simple shapes add interest and texture, striking just the right balance between 
classic and contemporary worlds.

Another alternative to creating a vintage décor look is with timeless pieces 
that will never go out of style. Nostalgic Warehouse also offers a beautiful 
array of sophisticated hardware with clean lines and graceful curves, that 
pairs exquisite craftsmanship with exceptional design.

     • New York Collection: The look here is clean and sophisticated with 
tailored lines and a modern sensibility. As one of the brand’s most popular 
lines, this collection will never go out of style. Its timeless appeal is equally at 
home in the past as well as current times. 
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     • Craftsman Collection: This rugged design was inspired by the American Arts & Crafts movement of the early 1900s that valued 
handwork over mass production. Nostalgic Warehouse stays true to that cause with handsome hand-hammered detailing along with 
distinctive cutouts and edging. This is a versatile collection that blends well with any vintage-inspired décor.

All Nostalgic Warehouse products are hand-assembled in the USA and covered by a five-year warranty. For more information about 
these hardware collections and a listing of dealers, visit nostalgicwarehouse.com.

ABOUT NOSTALGIC WAREHOUSE
Founded in 1980 by an antique store owner, Nostalgic Warehouse has grown from a modest proprietorship to a flourishing company known for 
elegant styles and exceptional craftsmanship. The company is revered by restoration contractors, antique dealers, homeowners, designers, builders, 
and architects who appreciate its product line's uncommon beauty and quality. Nostalgic Warehouse uses only hot-forged brass for solid, durable 
construction that can accurately display vintage design's intricacies.  Their brass knobs are entirely recyclable, and their crystal knobs are made of  
lead-free crystal. In keeping with the brand's vintage roots, they offer customers the option of  using historically accurate mortise locks. Nostalgic 
Warehouse products are designed to last a lifetime. Nostalgic Warehouse is a division of  Regal Brands.


